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TT No.146: Stephen Harris - Saturday 10 February 2007; FA Vase Round 5; 

Whitehawk 2-1 Quorn. Att: 376; Admission: £4; Programme issued; FGIF Match 

rating: 3*. 

I am not a superstitious man at all, but I woke up on Saturday with a distinct 

feeling that something was going to go awfully wrong at the Bournemouth vs Orient 

game I had planned to attend. So strong was the feeling that I decided to take in a 

Vase game instead and give Bournemouth a miss – thank goodness, I would not 

have wanted to endure that particular result. 

Of the Vase fixtures, Whitehawk seemed to have the best chance of surviving the 

wet weather so I was soon off on the train to Brighton. Arriving at the Enclosed 

Ground in East Brighton Park at 2.20pm, a time I consider to be early, I was 

disappointed to be told that match programmes were “long sold out”, despite 

there being fewer than 100 spectators there ahead of me. Even more puzzling was 

the fact that raffle tickets were sold out too. My mood was not improved when I 

snapped up one of the last remaining burgers at the tea bar; one of the vilest I 

have ever eaten. I should have gone for one of the much more appetising-looking 

ham rolls. The game had better be good after that. 

Fortunately, it was. Quorn looked much the better side early on and played some 

nice football. They fully deserved their 0-1 half time lead and should really have 

been further ahead. The second half was a different story altogether. Persistent 

rain had turned the pitch into a quagmire where passing football was no longer 

possible. Whitehawk were now playing down the hill and their superior strength 

told. With the large crowd behind them, the Hawks’ eventual victory seemed 

inevitable and, in the end, deserved.  I wish them luck in the quarter finals. 

Whitehawk have received much more attention than usual this season – indeed this 

is their second time on “Travellers’ Tales” already. League crowds are up by 50% 

and there were a lot of out-of-towners like me here today. They effectively top 

the Sussex League table and are talking about developing their ground for the next 

level of football. But at present the set up would not be suitable. All the facilities 

are on the west side, where there is a gloomy seven-step covered terrace along 

the middle third, set well back from the touchline behind a muddy grass strip. This 

side also has the clubhouse and tea bar. The remainder of the ground has a narrow 

concrete walkway and a rail and there is a chance of an elevated, if exposed, view 

on the west side where the ground has been cut into the chalk hillside. 

The match programme cost 50p and looked adequate for the job – I and many 

others just wish they had printed a few more for their big day!  
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